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Instructions
1. Start each answer on a new page and answer all parts of a question at one place.
2. Write the steps clearly for complete credit. Clearly state all your assumptions.
3. Make an index on the back side of the front page of the main answer sheet.

1. Illustrate the soft state at the sender and the receiver for SS+RT protocol. Also draw the signaling message flow
diagram. (7M)

Ans:

Figure 1: Soft state at the sender and receiver

Figure 2: Signaling message flow for SS+RT



2. Create a symmetric protocol to run in place of TCP with the following requirements.
i) One PDU per mechanism
ii) Support for sliding window protocols (namely, Go-Back-N, Stop-and-Wait and Selective Repeat)
iii) Support for network channels (in-connection multiplexing)
iv) Support for concurrent connections, error detection with optional recovery, ordered delivery and

policy negotiation.
v) The protocol is to be used for transfer of large multimedia streams (>10Mbps in bandwidth) for long

duration (>1 hour).

Write down the following aspects of the protocol.

(a) The format of all the PDUs with brief explanation of the mechanisms. (10M)

(b) All the policies and the use of mechanisms to run the policies. (6M)

(c) Protocol machines of the protocol and it’s offered interface. (7M)

Ans:

(a) The PDU formats for the protocol are shown below.

Figure 3: Profile PDU - typically used for connection parameter negotiation.

Type Type of PDU, in this case is equal to Profile.
Window Size Equal to the receiver window size in units of 1KB.
Window Scale Multiplication factor for window size. The multiplication factor = 2Window Scale.
Flags This protocol follows the conventions of 4t transport protocol. SYN flags makes a connection active;

a connection that is active gets resources allocated and upon timeout, connection resources are freed
and the connection itself becomes inactive. RST flags helps with faster recovery of a stale connection
after reboot of one of the hosts.

Ports Source and destination ports follow the same convention as that of TCP.
Block Size The protocol allocates sequence numbers to blocks instead of bytes (as TCP does). The size of

each block is specified in this option.
ISN A short form for initial sequence number, needs to be generated randomly or from the system clock.
Checksum Algo The name of the checksum algorithm to be used for this connection.
Checksum Checksum of the Profile PDU packet.



Figure 4: Timestamp PDU used for measuring the one-way RTT

An end point can initiate an RTT measurement by issuing a RTT PDU with sub-type as Echo. The other end
point copies the timestamp into the reply and sets the sub-type as Echo Reply.

Figure 5: Channel PDU, to be used for creation and resetting of a channel.

The channel PDU is used to create network channels inside a connection. The channel connection manage-
ment again uses ideas from 4t transport protocol.
Control Channel is a special Channel ID used for two way exchange of control information. The Profile PDU
and the Channel PDU are assumed to have been exchanged on the control channel.

(a) data PDU (b) one data segment of data PDU

Figure 6: Data PDU format. Each data PDU can have one or more data segments belonging to each channel.

The checksum field in the data PDU computes checksum only on the header, where as the checksum in the
data segment computes checksum only on the bytes contained in that specific data segment.



(a) ACK PDU (b) one segment of ACK PDU

Figure 7: ACK PDU format. Each ACK PDU can have one or more ACK segments belonging to each channel.

(b) Policies The significant policies are with the sliding window and the ACK policy. We can use Go Back-N or
Selective Repeat as one of the two supported sliding window policies. The ACK policy can either be bulk
ACK or selective block ACK. In the case of bulk ACK, only one sequence number is specified in a segment
of the ACK PDU.
The optional error recovery can be a receiver-side policy. This need not be communicated to the sender.

(c) The protocol machine is shown in the figure below.

The PM is similar to 4t transport protocol except for connected state. In the connected state, the proposed
protocol can have as many data channels as it desires. All of these data channels work concurrently.



The proposed interface to the protocol is:
int socket() create a new socket for communication
void listen() set the server queue size
int accept() server waiting for incoming client requests
int connect() connect to a server
int create_channel() create a new channel
int remove_channel() close a selected channel
int close() close socket and all active channels

3. If your protocol designed in Q2 is used to transfer a 10Mb file in stream mode using IP packet sizes of 1400 bytes,
calculate the efficiency of transmission (η) at the transport layer as per the following formula.

η “ 1 ´
Total protocol overhead in bits

Total bits given to IP

Provide suggestions to improve the protocol efficiency for the above mentioned kind of scenarios. (5M-Bonus)

Ans:

PDU type overhead (bytes) No. of Packets overhead sub-total

Profile 16 2 (during connection setup) 32
RTT 12 4 48
Channel 8 1 (creation of one data channel) 8
Data PDU 14 160 (data PDUs) 2240
ACK PDU 16 162 (2 during connection setup and one for each data PDU) 2592

total overhead 4920

η “ 1 ´
4920 bytes

1310720 bytes “ 99.6%

The efficiency is now unreasonably high, looking more like a theoretical result.

A few suggestions that in general increase the protocol efficiency are:

(a) Increasing the payload / block sizes, but benefits are going to be very little for our case.

(b) Providing bulk ACK – this might benefit us considering that ACKs contribute to approximately 50% of the
protocol overhead.

(c) Header compression


